North American Tungsten Corporation Ltd.
Indigenous Engagement Log - Modified Care & Maintenance Program
April 1 to September 8, 2022

Date
Discussion
Acho Dene Koe First Nation
A copy of the Monitor's Twenty-Third Supplemental report was circulated to the service list, including the community working
4-Apr-22
group advising parties that the Competitive Selection Process was terminated and that the Monitor, in conjunction with CIRNAC
and the GNWT, would be considering and developing next steps, alternative course of remedial action with respect to the
Cantung site, and arranging for consultation with affected Indigenous communities and regulatory stakeholders.
21-Apr-22

A notice was circulated to the communities by the Government of the Northwest Territories noting that the Competitive
Selection Process had been terminated and invited communities to contact the Government directly if they wished to discuss
the matter.

21-Apr-22

A notice was circulated to the communities by CIRNAC noting that the Competitive Selection Process had been terminated and
advised of the planning for ongoing care and maintenance and the closure and remediation options for the Cantung site. The
notice invited communities to contact CIRNAC directly to discuss the matters related to the notice and the Cantung mine.

2-May-22
12-May-22
2-Jun-22
10-Jun-22

Emailed communities seeking preference for dates for 15th CWG: June 9 or 10, 2022.
Circulated invitation to the 15th CWG being held on June 10, 2022
Circulated meeting materials for 15th CWG to all communities.
Representative(s) from NDDB, LKFN, LFN, and ADKFN attended the virtual 15th CWG meeting. At the CWG, it was advised
that planning had commenced to determine the future of the Nahanni Range Road management, as well as a modified
approach to care and maintenance of the mine site following the outcome of the sales process and operations not being
resumed. It was advised that the site was being viewed at through closure lens and 1:1 meetings can be arranged with the
communities if requested. A site visit was scheduled for the following week for members of the project management team. The
communities were invited to an open discussion and a roundtable was conducted with all parties at the meeting, including:
1. Multiple parties requested a schedule/process for the site for the next 3 years
A high-level schedule was circulated in advance of and communicated at the July CWG meeting including project milestones
and engagement opportunities (such as participating in MVLWB processes). The schedule/process was further refined for
discussion at the August workshop and was included in meeting materials circulated to all parties in advance of the workshop.
2. An update at the next CWG meeting was requested, outlining what the next steps would look like for Care & Maintenance
The next CWG meeting was held in July to outline next steps as soon as they were known. Meeting materials including the
outline of the modified care & maintenance program was also circulated to all parties in advance of the meeting.
At the end of the meeting, all parties were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had any further questions.

6-Jul-22

Circulated meeting minutes for the 15th CWG, which would be deemed final by July 20, 2022 in the absence of comments. The
meeting minutes included the discussion points noted above regarding the C&M program. Email to communities also requested
their preference for dates for the 16th CWG: July 20 or 21, as well as notice that the FMEA technical workshop has been
tentatively scheduled for the week of August 15

14-Jul-22
18-Jul-22

Circulated calendar invite to the 16th CWG being held on July 21, 2022
Circulated formal invite to the 16th CWG being held on July 21, 2022
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Date
21-Jul-22

Discussion
Representative(s) from NDDB, LKFN and LFN attended the virtual 16th CWG. The purpose of the CWG was to review the
goals of the proposed modified care & maintenance program to be submitted to the MVLWB including stopping maintenance of
the Nahanni Range Road, installing a new modular camp, and moving towards reduced and intermittent site presence subject
to the approval by the MVLWB. An outline of the proposed modifications under the current water license was presented, as well
as the regulatory path forward and timeline for applying for a new water license. An update was also provided regarding the
status of the FMEA and socio-cultural engagement within the FMEA would be undertaken separately with communities as
requested. CIRNAC also noted that they would be available to coordinate bilateral sessions with communities, as requested.
The communities were invited to an open discussion and a roundtable was conducted with all parties at the meeting; several
questions were posed by the community representatives in attendance regarding the proposed modified care & maintenance
program which was discussed at length which included the following:
1. How will the site be accessed in the winter if the road is not plowed?
Access will be by fixed wing on skis or helicopter. Travel by snowmobile is feasible but the trip is too long.
2. Under Modified C&M, where will the crews access site from? NATC should consider mobilizing from NWT for socioeconomic benefits to NWT communities.
Crew rotations have not been set and departure points will consider fuel cache availability such as those at Ft. Simpson and
Watson Lake. Consideration for accessing via NWT is noted.
3. Request for a more holistic plan and schedule for the site over the next year, considering both Care and Maintenance as well
as closure planning activities.
An updated schedule was circulated to all parties in advance of the August workshop, which was further discussed in detail at
the workshop.
4. Has remote monitoring been considered?
Some dataloggers are already in use on site. We are looking at additional and alternative remote monitoring options including
remote cameras.
5. Will the EOR provide something in writing?
At the time of the meeting, the EOR had just visited site and only verbal direction was available. Subsequently, a memo from
the EOR was provided in the submission to the MVLWB.
6. How will wind erosion be managed if there is less site presence going forward, specifically regarding the TCA and sand that
has blown out?
Facilities in use, including the tailings containment areas, will continue to be managed as they are currently. Facilities not in
use, such as the wastewater treatment plant, will not be maintained.
7. There was interest in consulting with governments regarding use of Nahanni Range Road.
Maintenance of the NRR is subject to an agreement between NATC and the Yukon Government (“YG”), and provided for NATC
to clear sections of the road when the mine was operating. Since the mine is not operating, the agreement no longer applies;
Canada, as the funder, has reached out to YG, and will discuss further with the Interested Party at its next bilateral discussion.
Communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had any further questions.

26-Jul-22
27-Jul-22
9-Aug-22
10-Aug-22
16-Aug-22
17-Aug-22

18-Aug-22

3-Sep-22

Circulated the FMEA report and calendar invite for the technical workshop session to be held on August 17, 2022
Circulated formal invitation to the August 17th FMEA technical session along with the TetraTech attendance list, as requested
at the 16th CWG meeting
Circulated meeting minutes for the 16th CWG, which would be deemed final by August 23, 2022 in the absence of comments.
The meeting minutes included the discussion points noted above regarding the C&M program.
Circulated meeting materials for the FMEA technical session.
Circulated to the communities the commentary and questions received from NDDB re: FMEA report
FMEA technical workshop was held in person in Vancouver, BC and virtually. Representatives from LKFN, LFN, and NDDB
attended the session. Along with the technical presentation, it was noted that the modified care & maintenance plan application
was to be submitted to the MVLWB shortly. The session invited communities to participate in an open discussion and several
questions and matters were addressed/discussed at length. Communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had
any further questions.
Circulated to the communities a copy of the submission made to the MVLWB regarding proposed modifications, revisions, and
plans under current water license. The communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if there were any questions
regarding the submission.
Circulated to the communities a copy of the additional materials made to the MVLWB on Sept 2, 2022 to address the Board's
questions and changes arising from NATC's ongoing planning process, including a letter of clarification, revised engagement
log, and revised plans with changes highlighted. Attached in the email was the original letter dated August 17 and
memorandum from the Engineer of Records which together with the additional materials comprise the entire submission for the
Board's consideration. The communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if there were any questions or require
further discussions regarding the submission.
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Date
7-Sep-22

Discussion
NATC called the primary working group member, but was unable to leave a voicemail. A follow-up email was sent noting the
recent discussions and materials circulated re: modified C&M program and requested confirmation that the materials were
received, understand any comments or questions, and invited participation in the MVLWB process, which was expected to be
posted onto the online registry shortly.

Naha Dehe Dene Band
A copy of the Monitor's Twenty-Third Supplemental report was circulated to the service list, including the community working
4-Apr-22
group advising parties that the Competitive Selection Process was terminated and that the Monitor, in conjunction with CIRNAC
and the GNWT, would be considering and developing next steps, alternative course of remedial action with respect to the
Cantung site, and arranging for consultation with affected Indigenous communities and regulatory stakeholders.
21-Apr-22
21-Apr-22

2-May-22
11-May-22
12-May-22
2-Jun-22
5-Jun-22
10-Jun-22

A notice was circulated to the communities by the Government of the Northwest Territories noting that the Competitive
Selection Process had been terminated and invited communities to contact the Government directly if they wished to discuss
the matter.
A notice was circulated to the communities by CIRNAC noting that the Competitive Selection Process had been terminated and
advised of the planning for ongoing care and maintenance and the closure and remediation options for the Cantung site. The
notice invited communities to contact CIRNAC directly to discuss the matters related to the notice and the Cantung mine.
Emailed communities seeking preference for dates for 15th CWG: June 9 or 10, 2022.
S. Hamm, consultant for the Monitor, attends in-person meeting with Chief and Council along with CIRNAC representatives.
Next steps for the site including modified care and maintenance and closure planning were discussed.
Circulated invitation to the 15th CWG being held on June 10, 2022
Circulated meeting materials for 15th CWG to all communities.
A notice was circulated by the Government of the Northwest Territories reiterating that the Competitive Selection Process had
been terminated followed by an update on the Mactung property.
Representative(s) from NDDB, LKFN, LFN, and ADKFN attended the virtual 15th CWG meeting. At the CWG, it was advised
that planning had commenced to determine the future of the Nahanni Range Road management, as well as a modified
approach to care and maintenance of the mine site following the outcome of the sales process and operations not being
resumed. It was advised that the site was being viewed at through closure lens and 1:1 meetings can be arranged with the
communities if requested. A site visit was scheduled for the following week for members of the project management team. The
communities were invited to an open discussion and a roundtable was conducted with all parties at the meeting, including:
1. Multiple parties requested a schedule/process for the site for the next 3 years
A high-level schedule was circulated in advance of and communicated at the July CWG meeting including project milestones
and engagement opportunities (such as participating in MVLWB processes). The schedule/process was further refined for
discussion at the August workshop and was included in meeting materials circulated to all parties in advance of the workshop.
2. An update at the next CWG meeting was requested, outlining what the next steps would look like for Care & Maintenance
The next CWG meeting was held in July to outline next steps as soon as they were known. Meeting materials including the
outline of the modified care & maintenance program was also circulated to all parties in advance of the meeting.
At the end of the meeting, all parties were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had any further questions.

6-Jul-22

14-Jul-22
18-Jul-22

Circulated meeting minutes for the 15th CWG, which would be deemed final by July 20, 2022 in the absence of comments. The
meeting minutes included the discussion points noted above regarding the C&M program. Email to communities also requested
their preference for dates for the 16th CWG: July 20 or 21, as well as notice that the FMEA technical workshop has been
tentatively scheduled for the week of August 15
Circulated calendar invite to the 16th CWG being held on July 21, 2022
Circulated formal invite to the 16th CWG being held on July 21, 2022
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Date
21-Jul-22

Discussion
Representative(s) from NDDB, LKFN and LFN attended the virtual 16th CWG. The purpose of the CWG was to review the
goals of the proposed modified care & maintenance program to be submitted to the MVLWB including stopping maintenance of
the Nahanni Range Road, installing a new modular camp, and moving towards reduced and intermittent site presence subject
to the approval by the MVLWB. An outline of the proposed modifications under the current water license was presented, as well
as the regulatory path forward and timeline for applying for a new water license. An update was also provided regarding the
status of the FMEA and socio-cultural engagement within the FMEA would be undertaken separately with communities as
requested. CIRNAC also noted that they would be available to coordinate bilateral sessions with communities, as requested.
The communities were invited to an open discussion and a roundtable was conducted with all parties at the meeting; several
questions were posed by the community representatives in attendance regarding the proposed modified care & maintenance
program which was discussed at length which included the following:
1. How will the site be accessed in the winter if the road is not plowed?
Access will be by fixed wing on skis or helicopter. Travel by snowmobile is feasible but the trip is too long.
2. Under Modified C&M, where will the crews access site from? NATC should consider mobilizing from NWT for socioeconomic benefits to NWT communities.
Crew rotations have not been set and departure points will consider fuel cache availability such as those at Ft. Simpson and
Watson Lake. Consideration for accessing via NWT is noted.
3. Request for a more holistic plan and schedule for the site over the next year, considering both Care and Maintenance as well
as closure planning activities.
An updated schedule was circulated to all parties in advance of the August workshop, which was further discussed in detail at
the workshop.
4. Has remote monitoring been considered?
Some dataloggers are already in use on site. We are looking at additional and alternative remote monitoring options including
remote cameras.
5. Will the EOR provide something in writing?
At the time of the meeting, the EOR had just visited site and only verbal direction was available. Subsequently, a memo from
the EOR was provided in the submission to the MVLWB.
6. How will wind erosion be managed if there is less site presence going forward, specifically regarding the TCA and sand that
has blown out?
Facilities in use, including the tailings containment areas, will continue to be managed as they are currently. Facilities not in
use, such as the wastewater treatment plant, will not be maintained.
7. There was interest in consulting with governments regarding use of Nahanni Range Road.
Maintenance of the NRR is subject to an agreement between NATC and the Yukon Government (“YG”), and provided for NATC
to clear sections of the road when the mine was operating. Since the mine is not operating, the agreement no longer applies;
Canada, as the funder, has reached out to YG, and will discuss further with the Interested Party at its next bilateral discussion.
Communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had any further questions.

26-Jul-22
27-Jul-22
9-Aug-22

Circulated the FMEA report and calendar invite for the technical workshop session to be held on August 17, 2022
Circulated formal invitation to the August 17th FMEA technical session along with the TetraTech attendance list, as requested
at the 16th CWG meeting
Circulated meeting minutes for the 16th CWG, which would be deemed final by August 23, 2022 in the absence of comments.
The meeting minutes included the discussion points noted above regarding the C&M program.

10-Aug-22
15-Aug-22
16-Aug-22
17-Aug-22

Circulated meeting materials for the FMEA technical session.
Comments received from E. Holland regarding the FMEA report to be addressed at the technical session
Circulated to the communities the commentary and questions received from NDDB re: FMEA report
FMEA technical workshop was held in person in Vancouver, BC and virtually. Representatives from LKFN, LFN, and NDDB
attended the session. Along with the technical presentation, it was noted that the modified care & maintenance plan application
was to be submitted to the MVLWB shortly. The session invited communities to participate in an open discussion and several
questions and matters were addressed/discussed at length, Communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had
any further questions.

17-Aug-22

NDDB requested a 1:1 discussion regarding the FMEA and the modified care & maintenance program which was held following
the FMEA technical session with CIRNAC and consultants of the Monitor (D. Bynski, S. Hamm). Discussions included the short
review period and what NATC may do with C&M if the MVLWB does not approve plans within the 60 day period. In response,
NATC acknowledged the tight timeline and that they are looking into various alternatives to manage the site during C&M, and
commits to fulfilling compliance requirements.
NDDB has also requested an in-person visit with Chief & Council to discuss these matters in October 2022 and planning is
underway.
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Date
18-Aug-22
3-Sep-22

Discussion
Circulated to the communities a copy of the submission made to the MVLWB regarding proposed modifications, revisions, and
plans under current water license. The communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if there were any questions
regarding the submission.
Circulated to the communities a copy of the additional materials made to the MVLWB on Sept 2, 2022 to address the Board's
questions and changes arising from NATC's ongoing planning process, including a letter of clarification, revised engagement
log, and revised plans with changes highlighted. Attached in the email was the original letter dated August 17 and
memorandum from the Engineer of Records which together with the additional materials comprise the entire submission for the
Board's consideration. The communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if there were any questions or require
further discussions regarding the submission.

Liidlii Kue First Nation
A copy of the Monitor's Twenty-Third Supplemental report was circulated to the service list, including the community working
4-Apr-22
group advising parties that the Competitive Selection Process was terminated and that the Monitor, in conjunction with CIRNAC
and the GNWT, would be considering and developing next steps, alternative course of remedial action with respect to the
Cantung site, and arranging for consultation with affected Indigenous communities and regulatory stakeholders.
21-Apr-22
21-Apr-22

2-May-22
12-May-22
2-Jun-22
10-Jun-22

A notice was circulated to the communities by the Government of the Northwest Territories noting that the Competitive
Selection Process had been terminated and invited communities to contact the Government directly if they wished to discuss
the matter.
A notice was circulated to the communities by CIRNAC noting that the Competitive Selection Process had been terminated and
advised of the planning for ongoing care and maintenance and the closure and remediation options for the Cantung site. The
notice invited communities to contact CIRNAC directly to discuss the matters related to the notice and the Cantung mine.
Emailed communities seeking preference for dates for 15th CWG: June 9 or 10, 2022.
Circulated invitation to the 15th CWG being held on June 10, 2022
Circulated meeting materials for 15th CWG to all communities.
Representative(s) from NDDB, LKFN, LFN, and ADKFN attended the virtual 15th CWG meeting. At the CWG, it was advised
that planning had commenced to determine the future of the Nahanni Range Road management, as well as a modified
approach to care and maintenance of the mine site following the outcome of the sales process and operations not being
resumed. It was advised that the site was being viewed at through closure lens and 1:1 meetings can be arranged with the
communities if requested. A site visit was scheduled for the following week for members of the project management team. The
communities were invited to an open discussion and a roundtable was conducted with all parties at the meeting, including:
1. Multiple parties requested a schedule/process for the site for the next 3 years
A high-level schedule was circulated in advance of and communicated at the July CWG meeting including project milestones
and engagement opportunities (such as participating in MVLWB processes). The schedule/process was further refined for
discussion at the August workshop and was included in meeting materials circulated to all parties in advance of the workshop.
2. An update at the next CWG meeting was requested, outlining what the next steps would look like for Care & Maintenance
The next CWG meeting was held in July to outline next steps as soon as they were known. Meeting materials including the
outline of the modified care & maintenance program was also circulated to all parties in advance of the meeting.
At the end of the meeting, all parties were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had any further questions.

6-Jul-22

Circulated meeting minutes for the 15th CWG, which would be deemed final by July 20, 2022 in the absence of comments. The
meeting minutes included the discussion points noted above regarding the C&M program. Email to communities also requested
their preference for dates for the 16th CWG: July 20 or 21, as well as notice that the FMEA technical workshop has been
tentatively scheduled for the week of August 15.

6-Jul-22
14-Jul-22
18-Jul-22

T. Gastmeier provided comments to the 15th CWG meeting minutes
Circulated calendar invite to the 16th CWG being held on July 21, 2022
Circulated formal invite to the 16th CWG being held on July 21, 2022
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Date
21-Jul-22

Discussion
Representative(s) from NDDB, LKFN and LFN attended the virtual 16th CWG. The purpose of the CWG was to review the
goals of the proposed modified care & maintenance program to be submitted to the MVLWB including stopping maintenance of
the Nahanni Range Road, installing a new modular camp, and moving towards reduced and intermittent site presence subject
to the approval by the MVLWB. An outline of the proposed modifications under the current water license was presented, as well
as the regulatory path forward and timeline for applying for a new water license. An update was also provided regarding the
status of the FMEA and socio-cultural engagement within the FMEA would be undertaken separately with communities as
requested. CIRNAC also noted that they would be available to coordinate bilateral sessions with communities, as requested.
The communities were invited to an open discussion and a roundtable was conducted with all parties at the meeting; several
questions were posed by the community representatives in attendance regarding the proposed modified care & maintenance
program which was discussed at length which included the following:
1. How will the site be accessed in the winter if the road is not plowed?
Access will be by fixed wing on skis or helicopter. Travel by snowmobile is feasible but the trip is too long.
2. Under Modified C&M, where will the crews access site from? NATC should consider mobilizing from NWT for socioeconomic benefits to NWT communities.
Crew rotations have not been set and departure points will consider fuel cache availability such as those at Ft. Simpson and
Watson Lake. Consideration for accessing via NWT is noted.
3. Request for a more holistic plan and schedule for the site over the next year, considering both Care and Maintenance as well
as closure planning activities.
An updated schedule was circulated to all parties in advance of the August workshop, which was further discussed in detail at
the workshop.
4. Has remote monitoring been considered?
Some dataloggers are already in use on site. We are looking at additional and alternative remote monitoring options including
remote cameras.
5. Will the EOR provide something in writing?
At the time of the meeting, the EOR had just visited site and only verbal direction was available. Subsequently, a memo from
the EOR was provided in the submission to the MVLWB.
6. How will wind erosion be managed if there is less site presence going forward, specifically regarding the TCA and sand that
has blown out?
Facilities in use, including the tailings containment areas, will continue to be managed as they are currently. Facilities not in
use, such as the wastewater treatment plant, will not be maintained.
7. There was interest in consulting with governments regarding use of Nahanni Range Road.
Maintenance of the NRR is subject to an agreement between NATC and the Yukon Government (“YG”), and provided for NATC
to clear sections of the road when the mine was operating. Since the mine is not operating, the agreement no longer applies;
Canada, as the funder, has reached out to YG, and will discuss further with the Interested Party at its next bilateral discussion.
Communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had any further questions.

26-Jul-22
27-Jul-22
9-Aug-22
10-Aug-22
10-Aug-22
16-Aug-22
17-Aug-22

18-Aug-22
18-Aug-22

Circulated the FMEA report and calendar invite for the technical workshop session to be held on August 17, 2022
Circulated formal invitation to the August 17th FMEA technical session along with the TetraTech attendance list, as requested
at the 16th CWG meeting
Circulated meeting minutes for the 16th CWG, which would be deemed final by August 23, 2022 in the absence of comments.
The meeting minutes included the discussion points noted above regarding the C&M program.
Circulated meeting materials for the FMEA technical session.
Circulated assessment reports IFU as requested by T. Gastmeier
Circulated to the communities the commentary and questions received from NDDB re: FMEA report
FMEA technical workshop was held in person in Vancouver, BC and virtually. Representatives from LKFN, LFN, and NDDB
attended the session. Along with the technical presentation, it was noted that the modified care & maintenance plan application
was to be submitted to the MVLWB shortly. The session invited communities to participate in an open discussion and several
questions and matters were addressed/discussed at length. Communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had
any further questions.
LKFN requested a 1:1 discussion regarding the FMEA and the modified care & maintenance program which is scheduled to
occur in October 2022 and planning is underway.
Circulated to the communities a copy of the submission made to the MVLWB regarding proposed modifications, revisions, and
plans under current water license. The communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if there were any questions
regarding the submission.
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Date
3-Sep-22

Discussion
Circulated to the communities a copy of the additional materials made to the MVLWB on Sept 2, 2022 to address the Board's
questions and changes arising from NATC's ongoing planning process, including a letter of clarification, revised engagement
log, and revised plans with changes highlighted. Attached in the email was the original letter dated August 17 and
memorandum from the Engineer of Records which together with the additional materials comprise the entire submission for the
Board's consideration. The communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if there were any questions or require
further discussions regarding the submission.

Dehcho First Nations
A copy of the Monitor's Twenty-Third Supplemental report was circulated to the service list, including the community working
4-Apr-22
group advising parties that the Competitive Selection Process was terminated and that the Monitor, in conjunction with CIRNAC
and the GNWT, would be considering and developing next steps, alternative course of remedial action with respect to the
Cantung site, and arranging for consultation with affected Indigenous communities and regulatory stakeholders.
21-Apr-22
21-Apr-22

2-May-22
2-May-22
12-May-22
12-May-22
2-Jun-22
2-Jun-22
10-Jun-22

A notice was circulated to the communities by the Government of the Northwest Territories noting that the Competitive
Selection Process had been terminated and invited communities to contact the Government directly if they wished to discuss
the matter.
A notice was circulated to the communities by CIRNAC noting that the Competitive Selection Process had been terminated and
advised of the planning for ongoing care and maintenance and the closure and remediation options for the Cantung site. The
notice invited communities to contact CIRNAC directly to discuss the matters related to the notice and the Cantung mine.
Emailed communities seeking preference for dates for 15th CWG: June 9 or 10, 2022.
Correspondence with Grand Chief Sanguez via phone and email regarding the purpose of CWG and emailed a copy of the
CWG #14 meeting minutes
Circulated invitation to the 15th CWG being held on June 10, 2022
Correspondence with Grand Chief Sanguez via email regarding attendance at CWG
Circulated meeting materials for 15th CWG to all communities.
Responded to Grand Chief Sanguez's enquiry regarding the upcoming virtual CWG meeting
Representative(s) from NDDB, LKFN, LFN, and ADKFN attended the virtual 15th CWG meeting. At the CWG, it was advised
that planning had commenced to determine the future of the Nahanni Range Road management, as well as a modified
approach to care and maintenance of the mine site following the outcome of the sales process and operations not being
resumed. It was advised that the site was being viewed at through closure lens and 1:1 meetings can be arranged with the
communities if requested. A site visit was scheduled for the following week for members of the project management team. The
communities were invited to an open discussion and a roundtable was conducted with all parties at the meeting, including:
1. Multiple parties requested a schedule/process for the site for the next 3 years
A high-level schedule was circulated in advance of and communicated at the July CWG meeting including project milestones
and engagement opportunities (such as participating in MVLWB processes). The schedule/process was further refined for
discussion at the August workshop and was included in meeting materials circulated to all parties in advance of the workshop.
2. An update at the next CWG meeting was requested, outlining what the next steps would look like for Care & Maintenance
The next CWG meeting was held in July to outline next steps as soon as they were known. Meeting materials including the
outline of the modified care & maintenance program was also circulated to all parties in advance of the meeting.
At the end of the meeting, all parties were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had any further questions.

6-Jul-22

14-Jul-22
18-Jul-22

Circulated meeting minutes for the 15th CWG, which would be deemed final by July 20, 2022 in the absence of comments. The
meeting minutes included the discussion points noted above regarding the C&M program. Email to communities also requested
their preference for dates for the 16th CWG: July 20 or 21, as well as notice that the FMEA technical workshop has been
tentatively scheduled for the week of August 15.
Circulated calendar invite to the 16th CWG being held on July 21, 2022
Circulated formal invite to the 16th CWG being held on July 21, 2022
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Date
21-Jul-22

Discussion
Representative(s) from NDDB, LKFN and LFN attended the virtual 16th CWG. The purpose of the CWG was to review the
goals of the proposed modified care & maintenance program to be submitted to the MVLWB including stopping maintenance of
the Nahanni Range Road, installing a new modular camp, and moving towards reduced and intermittent site presence subject
to the approval by the MVLWB. An outline of the proposed modifications under the current water license was presented, as well
as the regulatory path forward and timeline for applying for a new water license. An update was also provided regarding the
status of the FMEA and socio-cultural engagement within the FMEA would be undertaken separately with communities as
requested. CIRNAC also noted that they would be available to coordinate bilateral sessions with communities, as requested.
The communities were invited to an open discussion and a roundtable was conducted with all parties at the meeting; several
questions were posed by the community representatives in attendance regarding the proposed modified care & maintenance
program which was discussed at length which included the following:
1. How will the site be accessed in the winter if the road is not plowed?
Access will be by fixed wing on skis or helicopter. Travel by snowmobile is feasible but the trip is too long.
2. Under Modified C&M, where will the crews access site from? NATC should consider mobilizing from NWT for socioeconomic benefits to NWT communities.
Crew rotations have not been set and departure points will consider fuel cache availability such as those at Ft. Simpson and
Watson Lake. Consideration for accessing via NWT is noted.
3. Request for a more holistic plan and schedule for the site over the next year, considering both Care and Maintenance as well
as closure planning activities.
An updated schedule was circulated to all parties in advance of the August workshop, which was further discussed in detail at
the workshop.
4. Has remote monitoring been considered?
Some dataloggers are already in use on site. We are looking at additional and alternative remote monitoring options including
remote cameras.
5. Will the EOR provide something in writing?
At the time of the meeting, the EOR had just visited site and only verbal direction was available. Subsequently, a memo from
the EOR was provided in the submission to the MVLWB.
6. How will wind erosion be managed if there is less site presence going forward, specifically regarding the TCA and sand that
has blown out?
Facilities in use, including the tailings containment areas, will continue to be managed as they are currently. Facilities not in
use, such as the wastewater treatment plant, will not be maintained.
7. There was interest in consulting with governments regarding use of Nahanni Range Road.
Maintenance of the NRR is subject to an agreement between NATC and the Yukon Government (“YG”), and provided for NATC
to clear sections of the road when the mine was operating. Since the mine is not operating, the agreement no longer applies;
Canada, as the funder, has reached out to YG, and will discuss further with the Interested Party at its next bilateral discussion.
Communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had any further questions.

26-Jul-22
27-Jul-22
9-Aug-22
10-Aug-22
16-Aug-22
17-Aug-22

18-Aug-22

3-Sep-22

Circulated the FMEA report and calendar invite for the technical workshop session to be held on August 17, 2022
Circulated formal invitation to the August 17th FMEA technical session along with the TetraTech attendance list, as requested
at the 16th CWG meeting
Circulated meeting minutes for the 16th CWG, which would be deemed final by August 23, 2022 in the absence of comments.
The meeting minutes included the discussion points noted above regarding the C&M program.
Circulated meeting materials for the FMEA technical session.
Circulated to the communities the commentary and questions received from NDDB re: FMEA report
FMEA technical workshop was held in person in Vancouver, BC and virtually. Representatives from LKFN, LFN, and NDDB
attended the session. Along with the technical presentation, it was noted that the modified care & maintenance plan application
was to be submitted to the MVLWB shortly. The session invited communities to participate in an open discussion and several
questions and matters were addressed/discussed at length. Communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had
any further questions.
Circulated to the communities a copy of the submission made to the MVLWB regarding proposed modifications, revisions, and
plans under current water license. The communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if there were any questions
regarding the submission.
Circulated to the communities a copy of the additional materials made to the MVLWB on Sept 2, 2022 to address the Board's
questions and changes arising from NATC's ongoing planning process, including a letter of clarification, revised engagement
log, and revised plans with changes highlighted. Attached in the email was the original letter dated August 17 and
memorandum from the Engineer of Records which together with the additional materials comprise the entire submission for the
Board's consideration. The communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if there were any questions or require
further discussions regarding the submission.
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Date
7-Sep-22

Discussion
NATC emailed the primary working group member, attaching the submission and noting the recent discussions and materials
circulated re: modified C&M program and invited comments or questions and participation in the MVLWB process regarding the
proposed modifications to the Care & Maintenance program, which was expected to be posted onto the online registry shortly.

Fort Simpson Metis Local #52
A copy of the Monitor's Twenty-Third Supplemental report was circulated to the service list, including the community working
4-Apr-22
group advising parties that the Competitive Selection Process was terminated and that the Monitor, in conjunction with CIRNAC
and the GNWT, would be considering and developing next steps, alternative course of remedial action with respect to the
Cantung site, and arranging for consultation with affected Indigenous communities and regulatory stakeholders.
21-Apr-22
21-Apr-22

2-May-22
6-May-22
12-May-22
2-Jun-22
10-Jun-22

A notice was circulated to the communities by the Government of the Northwest Territories noting that the Competitive
Selection Process had been terminated and invited communities to contact the Government directly if they wished to discuss
the matter.
A notice was circulated to the communities by CIRNAC noting that the Competitive Selection Process had been terminated and
advised of the planning for ongoing care and maintenance and the closure and remediation options for the Cantung site. The
notice invited communities to contact CIRNAC directly to discuss the matters related to the notice and the Cantung mine.
Emailed communities seeking preference for dates for 15th CWG: June 9 or 10, 2022.
Followed-up with communities regarding a preferred date for the 15th CWG
Circulated invitation to the 15th CWG being held on June 10, 2022
Circulated meeting materials for 15th CWG to all communities.
Representative(s) from NDDB, LKFN, LFN, and ADKFN attended the virtual 15th CWG meeting. At the CWG, it was advised
that planning had commenced to determine the future of the Nahanni Range Road management, as well as a modified
approach to care and maintenance of the mine site following the outcome of the sales process and operations not being
resumed. It was advised that the site was being viewed at through closure lens and 1:1 meetings can be arranged with the
communities if requested. A site visit was scheduled for the following week for members of the project management team. The
communities were invited to an open discussion and a roundtable was conducted with all parties at the meeting, including:
1. Multiple parties requested a schedule/process for the site for the next 3 years
A high-level schedule was circulated in advance of and communicated at the July CWG meeting including project milestones
and engagement opportunities (such as participating in MVLWB processes). The schedule/process was further refined for
discussion at the August workshop and was included in meeting materials circulated to all parties in advance of the workshop.
2. An update at the next CWG meeting was requested, outlining what the next steps would look like for Care & Maintenance
The next CWG meeting was held in July to outline next steps as soon as they were known. Meeting materials including the
outline of the modified care & maintenance program was also circulated to all parties in advance of the meeting.
At the end of the meeting, all parties were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had any further questions.

6-Jul-22

14-Jul-22
18-Jul-22

Circulated meeting minutes for the 15th CWG, which would be deemed final by July 20, 2022 in the absence of comments. The
meeting minutes included the discussion points noted above regarding the C&M program. Email to communities also requested
their preference for dates for the 16th CWG: July 20 or 21, as well as notice that the FMEA technical workshop has been
tentatively scheduled for the week of August 15.
Circulated calendar invite to the 16th CWG being held on July 21, 2022
Circulated formal invite to the 16th CWG being held on July 21, 2022
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Date
21-Jul-22

Discussion
Representative(s) from NDDB, LKFN and LFN attended the virtual 16th CWG. The purpose of the CWG was to review the
goals of the proposed modified care & maintenance program to be submitted to the MVLWB including stopping maintenance of
the Nahanni Range Road, installing a new modular camp, and moving towards reduced and intermittent site presence subject
to the approval by the MVLWB. An outline of the proposed modifications under the current water license was presented, as well
as the regulatory path forward and timeline for applying for a new water license. An update was also provided regarding the
status of the FMEA and socio-cultural engagement within the FMEA would be undertaken separately with communities as
requested. CIRNAC also noted that they would be available to coordinate bilateral sessions with communities, as requested.
The communities were invited to an open discussion and a roundtable was conducted with all parties at the meeting; several
questions were posed by the community representatives in attendance regarding the proposed modified care & maintenance
program which was discussed at length which included the following:
1. How will the site be accessed in the winter if the road is not plowed?
Access will be by fixed wing on skis or helicopter. Travel by snowmobile is feasible but the trip is too long.
2. Under Modified C&M, where will the crews access site from? NATC should consider mobilizing from NWT for socioeconomic benefits to NWT communities.
Crew rotations have not been set and departure points will consider fuel cache availability such as those at Ft. Simpson and
Watson Lake. Consideration for accessing via NWT is noted.
3. Request for a more holistic plan and schedule for the site over the next year, considering both Care and Maintenance as well
as closure planning activities.
An updated schedule was circulated to all parties in advance of the August workshop, which was further discussed in detail at
the workshop.
4. Has remote monitoring been considered?
Some dataloggers are already in use on site. We are looking at additional and alternative remote monitoring options including
remote cameras.
5. Will the EOR provide something in writing?
At the time of the meeting, the EOR had just visited site and only verbal direction was available. Subsequently, a memo from
the EOR was provided in the submission to the MVLWB.
6. How will wind erosion be managed if there is less site presence going forward, specifically regarding the TCA and sand that
has blown out?
Facilities in use, including the tailings containment areas, will continue to be managed as they are currently. Facilities not in
use, such as the wastewater treatment plant, will not be maintained.
7. There was interest in consulting with governments regarding use of Nahanni Range Road.
Maintenance of the NRR is subject to an agreement between NATC and the Yukon Government (“YG”), and provided for NATC
to clear sections of the road when the mine was operating. Since the mine is not operating, the agreement no longer applies;
Canada, as the funder, has reached out to YG, and will discuss further with the Interested Party at its next bilateral discussion.
Communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had any further questions.

26-Jul-22
27-Jul-22
9-Aug-22
10-Aug-22
16-Aug-22
17-Aug-22

18-Aug-22
3-Sep-22

Circulated the FMEA report and calendar invite for the technical workshop session to be held on August 17, 2022
Circulated formal invitation to the August 17th FMEA technical session along with the TetraTech attendance list, as requested
at the 16th CWG meeting
Circulated meeting minutes for the 16th CWG, which would be deemed final by August 23, 2022 in the absence of comments.
The meeting minutes included the discussion points noted above regarding the C&M program.
Circulated meeting materials for the FMEA technical session.
Circulated to the communities the commentary and questions received from NDDB re: FMEA report
FMEA technical workshop was held in person in Vancouver, BC and virtually. Representatives from LKFN, LFN, and NDDB
attended the session. Along with the technical presentation, it was noted that the modified care & maintenance plan application
was to be submitted to the MVLWB shortly. The session invited communities to participate in an open discussion and several
questions and matters were addressed/discussed at length. Communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had
any further questions.
Circulated to the communities a copy of the submission made to the MVLWB regarding proposed modifications, revisions, and
plans under current water license. The communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if there were any questions
regarding the submission.
Circulated to the communities a copy of the additional materials made to the MVLWB on Sept 2, 2022 to address the Board's
questions and changes arising from NATC's ongoing planning process, including a letter of clarification, revised engagement
log, and revised plans with changes highlighted. Attached in the email was the original letter dated August 17 and
memorandum from the Engineer of Records which together with the additional materials comprise the entire submission for the
Board's consideration. The communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if there were any questions or require
further discussions regarding the submission.
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Date
7-Sep-22

Discussion
NATC called the primary working group member and was advised that they were on an extended leave by another staff
member. The staff member confirmed the materials re: modified C&M program had been received. NATC invited any
comments or questions as well as participation in the MVLWB process regarding the proposed modifications to the Care &
Maintenance program, which was expected to be posted onto the online registry shortly. This was acknowledged by the staff
member and no questions or comments were posed during the call. NATC will include the staff member on any subsequent
communications, as requested.

Ross River Dena Council
A copy of the Monitor's Twenty-Third Supplemental report was circulated to the service list, including the community working
4-Apr-22
group advising parties that the Competitive Selection Process was terminated and that the Monitor, in conjunction with CIRNAC
and the GNWT, would be considering and developing next steps, alternative course of remedial action with respect to the
Cantung site, and arranging for consultation with affected Indigenous communities and regulatory stakeholders.
21-Apr-22
21-Apr-22

2-May-22
6-May-22
12-May-22
2-Jun-22
10-Jun-22

A notice was circulated to the communities by the Government of the Northwest Territories noting that the Competitive
Selection Process had been terminated and invited communities to contact the Government directly if they wished to discuss
the matter.
A notice was circulated to the communities by CIRNAC noting that the Competitive Selection Process had been terminated and
advised of the planning for ongoing care and maintenance and the closure and remediation options for the Cantung site. The
notice invited communities to contact CIRNAC directly to discuss the matters related to the notice and the Cantung mine.
Emailed communities seeking preference for dates for 15th CWG: June 9 or 10, 2022.
Followed-up with communities regarding a preferred date for the 15th CWG
Circulated invitation to the 15th CWG being held on June 10, 2022
Circulated meeting materials for 15th CWG to all communities.
Representative(s) from NDDB, LKFN, LFN, and ADKFN attended the virtual 15th CWG meeting. At the CWG, it was advised
that planning had commenced to determine the future of the Nahanni Range Road management, as well as a modified
approach to care and maintenance of the mine site following the outcome of the sales process and operations not being
resumed. It was advised that the site was being viewed at through closure lens and 1:1 meetings can be arranged with the
communities if requested. A site visit was scheduled for the following week for members of the project management team. The
communities were invited to an open discussion and a roundtable was conducted with all parties at the meeting, including:
1. Multiple parties requested a schedule/process for the site for the next 3 years
A high-level schedule was circulated in advance of and communicated at the July CWG meeting including project milestones
and engagement opportunities (such as participating in MVLWB processes). The schedule/process was further refined for
discussion at the August workshop and was included in meeting materials circulated to all parties in advance of the workshop.
2. An update at the next CWG meeting was requested, outlining what the next steps would look like for Care & Maintenance
The next CWG meeting was held in July to outline next steps as soon as they were known. Meeting materials including the
outline of the modified care & maintenance program was also circulated to all parties in advance of the meeting.
At the end of the meeting, all parties were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had any further questions.

6-Jul-22

14-Jul-22
18-Jul-22
18-Jul-22
19-Jul-22

Circulated meeting minutes for the 15th CWG, which would be deemed final by July 20, 2022 in the absence of comments. The
meeting minutes included the discussion points noted above regarding the C&M program. Email to communities also requested
their preference for dates for the 16th CWG: July 20 or 21, as well as notice that the FMEA technical workshop has been
tentatively scheduled for the week of August 15.
Circulated calendar invite to the 16th CWG being held on July 21, 2022
Circulated formal invite to the 16th CWG being held on July 21, 2022
Correspondence with Stanley Noel regarding new Chief and participation matters.
Acknowledged email and advised that records have been updated for current Chief Dylan Loblaw and will revert after
discussion with CIRNAC and team.
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Date
21-Jul-22

Discussion
Representative(s) from NDDB, LKFN and LFN attended the virtual 16th CWG. The purpose of the CWG was to review the
goals of the proposed modified care & maintenance program to be submitted to the MVLWB including stopping maintenance of
the Nahanni Range Road, installing a new modular camp, and moving towards reduced and intermittent site presence subject
to the approval by the MVLWB. An outline of the proposed modifications under the current water license was presented, as well
as the regulatory path forward and timeline for applying for a new water license. An update was also provided regarding the
status of the FMEA and socio-cultural engagement within the FMEA would be undertaken separately with communities as
requested. CIRNAC also noted that they would be available to coordinate bilateral sessions with communities, as requested.
The communities were invited to an open discussion and a roundtable was conducted with all parties at the meeting; several
questions were posed by the community representatives in attendance regarding the proposed modified care & maintenance
program which was discussed at length which included the following:
1. How will the site be accessed in the winter if the road is not plowed?
Access will be by fixed wing on skis or helicopter. Travel by snowmobile is feasible but the trip is too long.
2. Under Modified C&M, where will the crews access site from? NATC should consider mobilizing from NWT for socioeconomic benefits to NWT communities.
Crew rotations have not been set and departure points will consider fuel cache availability such as those at Ft. Simpson and
Watson Lake. Consideration for accessing via NWT is noted.
3. Request for a more holistic plan and schedule for the site over the next year, considering both Care and Maintenance as well
as closure planning activities.
An updated schedule was circulated to all parties in advance of the August workshop, which was further discussed in detail at
the workshop.
4. Has remote monitoring been considered?
Some dataloggers are already in use on site. We are looking at additional and alternative remote monitoring options including
remote cameras.
5. Will the EOR provide something in writing?
At the time of the meeting, the EOR had just visited site and only verbal direction was available. Subsequently, a memo from
the EOR was provided in the submission to the MVLWB.
6. How will wind erosion be managed if there is less site presence going forward, specifically regarding the TCA and sand that
has blown out?
Facilities in use, including the tailings containment areas, will continue to be managed as they are currently. Facilities not in
use, such as the wastewater treatment plant, will not be maintained.
7. There was interest in consulting with governments regarding use of Nahanni Range Road.
Maintenance of the NRR is subject to an agreement between NATC and the Yukon Government (“YG”), and provided for NATC
to clear sections of the road when the mine was operating. Since the mine is not operating, the agreement no longer applies;
Canada, as the funder, has reached out to YG, and will discuss further with the Interested Party at its next bilateral discussion.
Communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had any further questions.

26-Jul-22
27-Jul-22
9-Aug-22
10-Aug-22
16-Aug-22
17-Aug-22

18-Aug-22
3-Sep-22

Circulated the FMEA report and calendar invite for the technical workshop session to be held on August 17, 2022
Circulated formal invitation to the August 17th FMEA technical session along with the TetraTech attendance list, as requested
at the 16th CWG meeting
Circulated meeting minutes for the 16th CWG, which would be deemed final by August 23, 2022 in the absence of comments.
The meeting minutes included the discussion points noted above regarding the C&M program.
Circulated meeting materials for the FMEA technical session.
Circulated to the communities the commentary and questions received from NDDB re: FMEA report
FMEA technical workshop was held in person in Vancouver, BC and virtually. Representatives from LKFN, LFN, and NDDB
attended the session. Along with the technical presentation, it was noted that the modified care & maintenance plan application
was to be submitted to the MVLWB shortly. The session invited communities to participate in an open discussion and several
questions and matters were addressed/discussed at length. Communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had
any further questions.
Circulated to the communities a copy of the submission made to the MVLWB regarding proposed modifications, revisions, and
plans under current water license. The communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if there were any questions
regarding the submission.
Circulated to the communities a copy of the additional materials made to the MVLWB on Sept 2, 2022 to address the Board's
questions and changes arising from NATC's ongoing planning process, including a letter of clarification, revised engagement
log, and revised plans with changes highlighted. Attached in the email was the original letter dated August 17 and
memorandum from the Engineer of Records which together with the additional materials comprise the entire submission for the
Board's consideration. The communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if there were any questions or require
further discussions regarding the submission.
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Date
7-Sep-22

Discussion
NATC called the primary working group member and left a voicemail noting the recent discussions and materials circulated re:
modified C&M program and requested confirmation that the materials were received, understand any comments or questions,
and invited participation in the MVLWB process regarding the proposed modifications to the Care & Maintenance program,
which was expected to be posted onto the online registry shortly.

Liard First Nation
A copy of the Monitor's Twenty-Third Supplemental report was circulated to the service list, including the community working
4-Apr-22
group advising parties that the Competitive Selection Process was terminated and that the Monitor, in conjunction with CIRNAC
and the GNWT, would be considering and developing next steps, alternative course of remedial action with respect to the
Cantung site, and arranging for consultation with affected Indigenous communities and regulatory stakeholders.
21-Apr-22
21-Apr-22

2-May-22
6-May-22
12-May-22
2-Jun-22
10-Jun-22

A notice was circulated to the communities by the Government of the Northwest Territories noting that the Competitive
Selection Process had been terminated and invited communities to contact the Government directly if they wished to discuss
the matter.
A notice was circulated to the communities by CIRNAC noting that the Competitive Selection Process had been terminated and
advised of the planning for ongoing care and maintenance and the closure and remediation options for the Cantung site. The
notice invited communities to contact CIRNAC directly to discuss the matters related to the notice and the Cantung mine.
Emailed communities seeking preference for dates for 15th CWG: June 9 or 10, 2022.
Followed-up with communities regarding a preferred date for the 15th CWG
Circulated invitation to the 15th CWG being held on June 10, 2022
Circulated meeting materials for 15th CWG to all communities.
Representative(s) from NDDB, LKFN, LFN, and ADKFN attended the virtual 15th CWG meeting. At the CWG, it was advised
that planning had commenced to determine the future of the Nahanni Range Road management, as well as a modified
approach to care and maintenance of the mine site following the outcome of the sales process and operations not being
resumed. It was advised that the site was being viewed at through closure lens and 1:1 meetings can be arranged with the
communities if requested. A site visit was scheduled for the following week for members of the project management team. The
communities were invited to an open discussion and a roundtable was conducted with all parties at the meeting, including:
1. Multiple parties requested a schedule/process for the site for the next 3 years
A high-level schedule was circulated in advance of and communicated at the July CWG meeting including project milestones
and engagement opportunities (such as participating in MVLWB processes). The schedule/process was further refined for
discussion at the August workshop and was included in meeting materials circulated to all parties in advance of the workshop.
2. An update at the next CWG meeting was requested, outlining what the next steps would look like for Care & Maintenance
The next CWG meeting was held in July to outline next steps as soon as they were known. Meeting materials including the
outline of the modified care & maintenance program was also circulated to all parties in advance of the meeting.
At the end of the meeting, all parties were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had any further questions.

6-Jul-22

Circulated meeting minutes for the 15th CWG, which would be deemed final by July 20, 2022 in the absence of comments. The
meeting minutes included the discussion points noted above regarding the C&M program. Email to communities also requested
their preference for dates for the 16th CWG: July 20 or 21, as well as notice that the FMEA technical workshop has been
tentatively scheduled for the week of August 15.

7-Jul-22
14-Jul-22
18-Jul-22

Sent A. MacDonald, consultant to LFN, the service list in response to an enquiry regarding CWG participants
Circulated calendar invite to the 16th CWG being held on July 21, 2022
Circulated formal invite to the 16th CWG being held on July 21, 2022
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Date
21-Jul-22

Discussion
Representative(s) from NDDB, LKFN and LFN attended the virtual 16th CWG. The purpose of the CWG was to review the
goals of the proposed modified care & maintenance program to be submitted to the MVLWB including stopping maintenance of
the Nahanni Range Road, installing a new modular camp, and moving towards reduced and intermittent site presence subject
to the approval by the MVLWB. An outline of the proposed modifications under the current water license was presented, as well
as the regulatory path forward and timeline for applying for a new water license. An update was also provided regarding the
status of the FMEA and socio-cultural engagement within the FMEA would be undertaken separately with communities as
requested. CIRNAC also noted that they would be available to coordinate bilateral sessions with communities, as requested.
The communities were invited to an open discussion and a roundtable was conducted with all parties at the meeting; several
questions were posed by the community representatives in attendance regarding the proposed modified care & maintenance
program which was discussed at length which included the following:
1. How will the site be accessed in the winter if the road is not plowed?
Access will be by fixed wing on skis or helicopter. Travel by snowmobile is feasible but the trip is too long.
2. Under Modified C&M, where will the crews access site from? NATC should consider mobilizing from NWT for socioeconomic benefits to NWT communities.
Crew rotations have not been set and departure points will consider fuel cache availability such as those at Ft. Simpson and
Watson Lake. Consideration for accessing via NWT is noted.
3. Request for a more holistic plan and schedule for the site over the next year, considering both Care and Maintenance as well
as closure planning activities.
An updated schedule was circulated to all parties in advance of the August workshop, which was further discussed in detail at
the workshop.
4. Has remote monitoring been considered?
Some dataloggers are already in use on site. We are looking at additional and alternative remote monitoring options including
remote cameras.
5. Will the EOR provide something in writing?
At the time of the meeting, the EOR had just visited site and only verbal direction was available. Subsequently, a memo from
the EOR was provided in the submission to the MVLWB.
6. How will wind erosion be managed if there is less site presence going forward, specifically regarding the TCA and sand that
has blown out?
Facilities in use, including the tailings containment areas, will continue to be managed as they are currently. Facilities not in
use, such as the wastewater treatment plant, will not be maintained.
7. There was interest in consulting with governments regarding use of Nahanni Range Road.
Maintenance of the NRR is subject to an agreement between NATC and the Yukon Government (“YG”), and provided for NATC
to clear sections of the road when the mine was operating. Since the mine is not operating, the agreement no longer applies;
Canada, as the funder, has reached out to YG, and will discuss further with the Interested Party at its next bilateral discussion.
Communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had any further questions.

26-Jul-22
27-Jul-22
8-Aug-22
9-Aug-22

10-Aug-22
16-Aug-22
17-Aug-22

18-Aug-22

Circulated the FMEA report and calendar invite for the technical workshop session to be held on August 17, 2022
Circulated formal invitation to the August 17th FMEA technical session along with the TetraTech attendance list, as requested
at the 16th CWG meeting
Follow-up with Tom Cove, Loretta Ford and A. MacDonald re: attendance at FMEA session
Circulated meeting minutes for the 16th CWG, which would be deemed final by August 23, 2022 in the absence of comments.
The meeting minutes included the discussion points noted above regarding the C&M program. Received comments from T.
Cove which will be incorporated into minutes.
Circulated meeting materials for the FMEA technical session.
Circulated to the communities the commentary and questions received from NDDB re: FMEA report
FMEA technical workshop was held in person in Vancouver, BC and virtually. Representatives from LKFN, LFN, and NDDB
attended the session. Along with the technical presentation, it was noted that the modified care & maintenance plan application
was to be submitted to the MVLWB shortly. The session invited communities to participate in an open discussion and several
questions and matters were addressed/discussed at length. Communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had
any further questions.
Circulated to the communities a copy of the submission made to the MVLWB regarding proposed modifications, revisions, and
plans under current water license. The communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if there were any questions
regarding the submission.
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Date
3-Sep-22

Discussion
Circulated to the communities a copy of the additional materials made to the MVLWB on Sept 2, 2022 to address the Board's
questions and changes arising from NATC's ongoing planning process, including a letter of clarification, revised engagement
log, and revised plans with changes highlighted. Attached in the email was the original letter dated August 17 and
memorandum from the Engineer of Records which together with the additional materials comprise the entire submission for the
Board's consideration. The communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if there were any questions or require
further discussions regarding the submission.

Kaska Dena Council
A copy of the Monitor's Twenty-Third Supplemental report was circulated to the service list, including the community working
4-Apr-22
group advising parties that the Competitive Selection Process was terminated and that the Monitor, in conjunction with CIRNAC
and the GNWT, would be considering and developing next steps, alternative course of remedial action with respect to the
Cantung site, and arranging for consultation with affected Indigenous communities and regulatory stakeholders.
21-Apr-22
21-Apr-22

2-May-22
6-May-22
12-May-22
2-Jun-22
10-Jun-22

A notice was circulated to the communities by the Government of the Northwest Territories noting that the Competitive
Selection Process had been terminated and invited communities to contact the Government directly if they wished to discuss
the matter.
A notice was circulated to the communities by CIRNAC noting that the Competitive Selection Process had been terminated and
advised of the planning for ongoing care and maintenance and the closure and remediation options for the Cantung site. The
notice invited communities to contact CIRNAC directly to discuss the matters related to the notice and the Cantung mine.
Emailed communities seeking preference for dates for 15th CWG: June 9 or 10, 2022.
Followed-up with communities regarding a preferred date for the 15th CWG
Circulated invitation to the 15th CWG being held on June 10, 2022
Circulated meeting materials for 15th CWG to all communities.
Representative(s) from NDDB, LKFN, LFN, and ADKFN attended the virtual 15th CWG meeting. At the CWG, it was advised
that planning had commenced to determine the future of the Nahanni Range Road management, as well as a modified
approach to care and maintenance of the mine site following the outcome of the sales process and operations not being
resumed. It was advised that the site was being viewed at through closure lens and 1:1 meetings can be arranged with the
communities if requested. A site visit was scheduled for the following week for members of the project management team. The
communities were invited to an open discussion and a roundtable was conducted with all parties at the meeting, including:
1. Multiple parties requested a schedule/process for the site for the next 3 years
A high-level schedule was circulated in advance of and communicated at the July CWG meeting including project milestones
and engagement opportunities (such as participating in MVLWB processes). The schedule/process was further refined for
discussion at the August workshop and was included in meeting materials circulated to all parties in advance of the workshop.
2. An update at the next CWG meeting was requested, outlining what the next steps would look like for Care & Maintenance
The next CWG meeting was held in July to outline next steps as soon as they were known. Meeting materials including the
outline of the modified care & maintenance program was also circulated to all parties in advance of the meeting.
At the end of the meeting, all parties were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had any further questions.

6-Jul-22

Circulated meeting minutes for the 15th CWG, which would be deemed final by July 20, 2022 in the absence of comments. The
meeting minutes included the discussion points noted above regarding the C&M program. Email to communities also requested
their preference for dates for the 16th CWG: July 20 or 21, as well as notice that the FMEA technical workshop has been
tentatively scheduled for the week of August 15.

14-Jul-22
18-Jul-22

Circulated calendar invite to the 16th CWG being held on July 21, 2022
Circulated formal invite to the 16th CWG being held on July 21, 2022
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Date
21-Jul-22

Discussion
Representative(s) from NDDB, LKFN and LFN attended the virtual 16th CWG. The purpose of the CWG was to review the
goals of the proposed modified care & maintenance program to be submitted to the MVLWB including stopping maintenance of
the Nahanni Range Road, installing a new modular camp, and moving towards reduced and intermittent site presence subject
to the approval by the MVLWB. An outline of the proposed modifications under the current water license was presented, as well
as the regulatory path forward and timeline for applying for a new water license. An update was also provided regarding the
status of the FMEA and socio-cultural engagement within the FMEA would be undertaken separately with communities as
requested. CIRNAC also noted that they would be available to coordinate bilateral sessions with communities, as requested.
The communities were invited to an open discussion and a roundtable was conducted with all parties at the meeting; several
questions were posed by the community representatives in attendance regarding the proposed modified care & maintenance
program which was discussed at length which included the following:
1. How will the site be accessed in the winter if the road is not plowed?
Access will be by fixed wing on skis or helicopter. Travel by snowmobile is feasible but the trip is too long.
2. Under Modified C&M, where will the crews access site from? NATC should consider mobilizing from NWT for socioeconomic benefits to NWT communities.
Crew rotations have not been set and departure points will consider fuel cache availability such as those at Ft. Simpson and
Watson Lake. Consideration for accessing via NWT is noted.
3. Request for a more holistic plan and schedule for the site over the next year, considering both Care and Maintenance as well
as closure planning activities.
An updated schedule was circulated to all parties in advance of the August workshop, which was further discussed in detail at
the workshop.
4. Has remote monitoring been considered?
Some dataloggers are already in use on site. We are looking at additional and alternative remote monitoring options including
remote cameras.
5. Will the EOR provide something in writing?
At the time of the meeting, the EOR had just visited site and only verbal direction was available. Subsequently, a memo from
the EOR was provided in the submission to the MVLWB.
6. How will wind erosion be managed if there is less site presence going forward, specifically regarding the TCA and sand that
has blown out?
Facilities in use, including the tailings containment areas, will continue to be managed as they are currently. Facilities not in
use, such as the wastewater treatment plant, will not be maintained.
7. There was interest in consulting with governments regarding use of Nahanni Range Road.
Maintenance of the NRR is subject to an agreement between NATC and the Yukon Government (“YG”), and provided for NATC
to clear sections of the road when the mine was operating. Since the mine is not operating, the agreement no longer applies;
Canada, as the funder, has reached out to YG, and will discuss further with the Interested Party at its next bilateral discussion.
Communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had any further questions.

26-Jul-22
27-Jul-22
9-Aug-22
10-Aug-22
16-Aug-22
17-Aug-22

18-Aug-22
3-Sep-22

Circulated the FMEA report and calendar invite for the technical workshop session to be held on August 17, 2022
Circulated formal invitation to the August 17th FMEA technical session along with the TetraTech attendance list, as requested
at the 16th CWG meeting
Circulated meeting minutes for the 16th CWG, which would be deemed final by August 23, 2022 in the absence of comments.
The meeting minutes included the discussion points noted above regarding the C&M program.
Circulated meeting materials for the FMEA technical session.
Circulated to the communities the commentary and questions received from NDDB re: FMEA report
FMEA technical workshop was held in person in Vancouver, BC and virtually. Representatives from LKFN, LFN, and NDDB
attended the session. Along with the technical presentation, it was noted that the modified care & maintenance plan application
was to be submitted to the MVLWB shortly. The session invited communities to participate in an open discussion and several
questions and matters were addressed/discussed at length. Communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if they had
any further questions.
Circulated to the communities a copy of the submission made to the MVLWB regarding proposed modifications, revisions, and
plans under current water license. The communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if there were any questions
regarding the submission.
Circulated to the communities a copy of the additional materials made to the MVLWB on Sept 2, 2022 to address the Board's
questions and changes arising from NATC's ongoing planning process, including a letter of clarification, revised engagement
log, and revised plans with changes highlighted. Attached in the email was the original letter dated August 17 and
memorandum from the Engineer of Records which together with the additional materials comprise the entire submission for the
Board's consideration. The communities were encouraged to contact NATC directly if there were any questions or require
further discussions regarding the submission.
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Date
7-Sep-22

Discussion
NATC called the primary working group member, and left a voicemail noting the recent discussions and materials circulated re:
modified C&M program and requested confirmation that the materials were received, understand any comments or questions,
and invited participation in the MVLWB process regarding the proposed modifications to the Care & Maintenance program,
which was expected to be posted onto the online registry shortly.
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